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ABSTRACT force rest of the vowels is
indicated with 1 point.

A model of automatic ide- Information about ARS is
ntification of accentual- a very important conponent
rhythmical structure (ARS) of both the overall and pho-
for isolated words is nemic recognition of a word
described. The identificati— [1.2]. In the overall recog—
on of ARS is based on nition the knowledge of the
measuring of the duration. word ARS makes it possible
intensity and F1 value for to considerably narrow the
each vowel of the word and range of pretenders for the
their comparison with the final decision about the
set of patterns for all word and thus increase the
possible types of word ARS. recognition reliability and

speed . which is especially
INTRODUCTION inportant in working with

large vocabulary lists. In
The word ARS is generally phonemic word recognition

defined as the distribution the knowledge of the degree
of force and distinctness of of reduction of each vowel
the articulation of the in the word. obtained as a
vowel sounds in the word. result of the latter's ARS
The acoustic correlate of recognition allows to define
the vowel articulation force more precisely the range of
is energy of speech signal. probable vowel allophones
i.e. the intensity (amplitu- for each concrete position
de) and duration.and the co— in a word and thus increase
rrelate of distinctness is the probability of their
stability of the vowel spec- correct choice.
tral characteristics.

It follows from the de- EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
finition that words with a
different position of the In essence ARS recogniti-
stressed vowel in a word on is reduced to the identi-
display differences in ARS. fication of the stressed vo-The stressed vowel has the wel position in a word. H
greatest force and distinct- is commonly known, that the
ness in a word. if we assume stressed vowel possesses on
that the stressed vowel average the maxinBl energy
articulation force and dis- (product of duration and
tinCtnESS equal to 3 Points. mean amplitude). However in
then the other positions of real speech conditions thisvowels in Russian words will rule is not observed in aHbe characteristics by the cases. As bas been shown byfollowing values: previous investigations, the

energy value of a vowel 15
v v...v v V v. .v v generally influenced by the
2 l i l 2 3 1 i i 2 following factors:

— the position of the vowel
it can be seen from the in relation to stress: pre-above schene that the 2 p0- stressed. stressed. post-

ints force is characteristic stressed:of the prestressed. initial - the position in relationand final vowels. while the to word boundaries; initiah
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Figl. Experimental distributions of the corrected relative
energyof vowels (solid lines - energy. dotted - duration ).

word-medial. final: duration and intensity dis—
- whether the 1-st vowel in tributions were received no~
the word is covered or rmalized with relation to
uncovered by a consonant: the maximal value. These
- wether the last vowel in distributions covered words
the word is open or closed with different rhythmic
by a consonant; structures and with dif-
- wether the vowel being ana- ferent combinations of nar-
lyzed pertains to the narrow row and broad vowels: n~N-n,
(u.L...) or broad (a.o,...) b-B-b. n-B-n. b—N-b, in
articulatory group. prestressed. stressed and

The aim of the present poststressed syllables. The—
experimental study was to se data were then used for
assess quantitatively the building up the common nor-
Impact of the above factors nalized distributions of the
on the vowel intensity and vowels duration. intensity
duration. The experimental and energy. corrected aga-
corpus included Russian inst the F1 meaning (fig.l).
words containing from i to 7 in fig.1. the lines refer
syllables with a different to the following ARS:
Position of word stress and (1—0) - one uncovered pre-
different vowels in stressed stressed syllable:
and unstressed syllables. (1"0) - one covered pre-The selected words were re- stressed syllable;
corded twice by two native (“-1) - one open POSt'
Speakers of the language and stressed syllable:
then digitized with the (0-1') - one closed post-
discretization at 16 kHz and stressed syllable:
‘2 bits- The next step was (2-0) - two prestressed syl-
"firklng the boundaries bet- lables with an uncovered
weep Phonemes by hand. Hea- initial syllable:
surings of the vowel dura- (2'-0) — two prestressed SY'tion and intensity as well llables with a covered
as the collecting of statis— initial syllable;tical data were carried out (a-z) - two poststressedautomatically. Besides. F1 syllables with an open final
freQuency was found for each syllable:
Vowel so that a decision (6—2') - two poststressed
could be taken as to what syllables with a closed
group (narrow or broad) the final syllable.
vowel belongs. 0n the basis (3-a) - three prestressed
°f the data obtained vowel syllables with an uncovered
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initial syllable:
(3'-@) - three prestressed
syllables with a covered
initial syllable;
(9-3) - three poststressed
syllables with an open final
syllable;
(G-S') - three poststressed
syllables with a closed
final syllable.

if a word contains more
than 3 prestressed or post-
stressed syllables. it is
possible to continue using
lines 3(3') - a - 3(3‘). and
in that case the energy va-
lue for the 2-nd prestressed
vowel (or poststressed) is
shifted to the 3-rd syllable
if the total number of sy-
llables is 4. or to the 3-rd
and 4-th if the number of
syllables is 5 or more, etc.

IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

The procedure of taking a
decision about the ARS of
the word being analysed is
described in the following
way. At the first stage a
sequence of pretenders for
the vowel phonemes in the
word is identified. The pho-
nemes are analyzed as to
their belonging to the nar-
row or broad types according
to whether the Fl frequency
exceeds a defenite limit (in
this case the limit was de-
fined as Fi = 350 Hz). Next
the energy value for each
vowel is caiculated: Ei = Ti
& Ai. This is then specified
for broad vowels by multipl-
ying by the coefficient Kn :
0.7, and for narrow vowels
by the Kn = 1. Among the
[Eli thus obtained is the
maximal meaning, in relation
to which the normalization
of all energy values in the
set is carried out. The
normalized energies obtained
are then conpared with the
set of pattern characteris-
tics [En]i. similar to those
in fig.1. The conmarison is
carried out with the follow-
ing sample sequences. If the
number of syllables is 2. an
alternative couparison with
one of the following pairs
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of sequences is made:

(i - G) . (Q ' 1):
(l’ - 6) . (0 - 1); (U
(i - fl) . (0 - 1');
(1' ' 0) . (0 ' 1').

The meaning (1') here is
taken in the cases when the
first vowel is preceded and
the second vowel is followed
not by a pause. but by one
or more consonants. For a
tnree syllable word
comparison is drawn with one
of the three-unit sequence$

. (2 -0).(0 -2);

. (0 -1).(0 '2): (fl
).(2 '9).(0 ‘2'):
).(2"0).(@ '2').

Similar sample sequences
are composed for the number
of syllables > 3. To take a
decision about the type of
the word ARS the energy
similarity degree is cab
culated between each vowu
in the word being analyzed
and the set of energies
pattern in the corresponding
sequences (1). (2). ....
Next the similarity sum u
calculated for each of the
possible sequences, shown in
the brackets. Among the sum-
med measures of similarity
there is the one displaying
the maximal degree. This se-
quence is assumed to be the
most likely rhythmic stru-
cture of the analyzed word

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To check the effectivity
of the suggested procedure a
software model of the ARS
automatic identification was
worked out. The speech Sig-
nal is analyzed with the
help of a set of 5 octave
filters in the range up to 8
KHZ in the time-window of m
ms with a step of 8 us. OUt
of 5 spectral parameters 3
segmenting parameters - PL
P2. P3 - are forned. displa-
yin: the maxinal value of P1
- for the vowels. P2 - for
the consonants and P3 - for
the pauses. The segment DO‘

‘
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undaries are defined by ana-
lyzing the segmenting funct-
ions Sk obtained from Pk
according to the formula

L/2
Skn = SUH(Sk.n+i - Sk,n-i)/L.

i=i

where n-is current timing.
L-analysis window.

Within the boundaries de-
termined in this way the
vowels duration and intensi-
ty were defined, as well as
the occurrence of a conso—
nant or a pause before the
first or after the last vo-
wel of the word. In order to
identify the vowels nature -
high or low - estimation of
F1 was carried out on the
vowel segments by means of
counting the number of zero-
crossing at the output of
the irst filter. The infor-
mation obtained in this way
was then used in the soft-ware of ARS automatic iden-tification in accordance
with the procedure described
in the above section. The
ARS automatic recognitionalgorithm was evaluated forits efficiency first on thespeech material corpus desc-ribed in section 2. and thenon a new additional testingset of material. The resultsof the tests were summed upby fixing two types oferrors:

Ms-the general percentageof erroneous identificationof the word ARS;
Mthe percentage of er-rors in the recognition ofthe ARS in the cases wherethe total number of vowelsin the word and their arti-culatory type was identifiedand. besides. the decisionabout the presence / absence0f _ a. consonant at thebeginning or at the end ofe word was correct.
he results of both testsare estimated on average as:s=78A. Mr=94z. As is shownby the results of testevaluation the suggestedprocedure of the ARS auto—matic identification can be
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assessed as effective. oncondition. however. that thepreliminary phoneme segmen-tation and nmrking have beensufficiently correct. itshould be noted hereby. thatin certain cases. analysesfor the degree of similarity
(nearness) between the ARSbeing considered and the sa-mple one. can help reveal
the defects of phoneue
segmentation and marking in
the word. if some of the ARS
have close similarity
nmasures. they must be su-
bJect to further analysis
with a view to making clear
whether or not there is a
vowel cluster or some
mistake in segmentation.
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